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Lotus Flowers and Superpowers

“My�le would remind Flex that anxious thoughts, feelings, and sensations are to be expected;

we all have them. Our brain, where all the thinking happens, is a brilliant tool. Always on the

lookout for threats or danger, it helps us problem-solve ways to stay safe and healthy. When

worrying thoughts pop into our heads, it’s just our brain doing its job....

As the seasons evolved and his experiences broadened, Flex learned that just because our

brain thinks something doesn’t mean it is always true or helpful. There were strategies he could

use to help him notice his thoughts and then choose whether or not to listen to them. When his

mind, feelings, or memories became noisy and messy, these exercises helped Flex focus on

what was in his hea� and be open to alternative ways of thinking—to look at his thoughts

di�erently.” Lotus Flowers and Superpowers

Discussion

Can you remember a time when you felt sad, mad, or frustrated? Perhaps someone was critical

about something you did, insulted you, or you felt embarrassed and angry at yourself about

something you did (or didn’t do).... And then suddenly, something happened that switched

everything around; it made you laugh, and the strong feelings you were experiencing didn’t

seem as powe�ul anymore - they were funny - even silly.

In the book Lotus Flowers and Superpowers, Chai called herself “stupid” when she became

entangled in the �lter net. Fry taught her techniques that would help her switch things around,

unhook from those self-critical words, and, in turn, make them less powe�ul.

Let’s try it!

Have you ever had the thought, “I’m stupid,” or had someone call you stupid or say that

something you had done was stupid? When you sta� to think like this, do other thoughts or

words pop into your head?

What kinds of feelings come up when you hear words like these or see them wri�en on paper?

These feelings are unpleasant and sometimes hard to deal with, but it’s impo�ant to remember

that we can change how we relate to these words. We can think �exibly and look at

our thoughts di�erently. When we do this, it changes how they a�ect us.
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Activity

Sta� with a piece of paper with the word “stupid” printed in large font. Chanel your inner

creator and use pens, paint, markers, and crayons (whatever inspires you) to turn the word

“stupid” into a colo�ul, magical, and unique piece of a�.

Here’s mine – I turned “stupid” upside down and changed it into something that makes me

smile.
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